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Simone Beauvoir, The Second Sex: 
Humanity is male, and man defines woman not in herself, but in relation to himself; she is not                  
considered an autonomous being. “Woman, the relative being,” writes Michelet. Thus Monsieur            
Benda declares in Le rapport d’Uriel (Uriel’s Report): “A man’s body has meaning by itself,               
disregarding the body of the woman, whereas the woman’s body seems devoid of meaning              
without reference to the male. Man thinks himself without woman. Woman does not think              
herself without man.” And she is nothing other than what man decides; she is thus called “the                 
sex” meaning that the male sees her essentially as a “sexed being” for him she is sex, so she is it                     
in the absolute. She is determined and differentiated in relation to man, while he is not in relation                  
to her’ she is in the inessential in front of the essential. He is the Subject; he is the Absolute. She                     
is the Other.  1

 
Toni Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” Grand Street 40: 
As a means of transacting the whole process of Americanization while burying its particular              
racial ingredients, this Africanistic presence may be something the United States cannot do             
without...For in this part of the twentieth century, the word American contains its profound              
association with race. That is not true of Canadian or English. To identify someone as South                
African is to say very little; we need the adjective “white” or “black” or “colored” to make our                  
meaning clear. In the United States it is quite the reverse. American means white, and               
Africanistic people struggle to make the terms applicable to themselves with ethnicity and             
hyphens.  2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011), 25-26. 
2 Toni Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” in Grand Street 40, (New York: Grand Street, 1991), 217. 
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Identity is capable of creating division in society; it can be used to unite people just as                 

much as it can divide people. Many of the passages we have read work with these divisions,                 3

incorporating a theme regarding the power of identity and how gives people the ability to define                

the similarities and differences among themselves. Historically, humans have utilized identity to            

distinguish friends from foes, “us” from “them,” and “self” from “other.” . The concept of              4 5

alterity, such as Day–Night or Good–Evil, or the pairs in the previous sentence, is essential to                

human nature. No group will ever define itself as “One” without having a defined “Other.”               6

People have used language to propagate superiority and to police one another based on their               

class, race, and gender, among other things. The power of identity is so strong that the label that                  7

someone bears is capable of altering their human experience, thus dictating their quality of life,               

including access to healthcare and education. 

For this essay, I chose to analyze The Second Sex by Simone de Beauvoir and Black                

Matter(s) by Toni Morrison. Through these documents, the authors’ language reveals that the             

dominating group––males or white people––takes on a position of control and superiority over a              

minoritized group––women or black people––who are regarded as the “other.” This “superior”            

and “inferior” dynamic has existed historically in almost all cultures globally and, in many cases,               

has led to the systemic subjugation of the “inferior” group of people.  

Beauvoir explains the differences between being male and female and how, historically,            

men have found a way to alienate women to appear as more ‘superior.’ To respond to and                 

3 Arthur C. Brooks, Love Your Enemies: How Decent People Can Save America from the Culture of Contempt                  
(HarperCollins Publishers, 2019). 
4 Brooks, Love Your Enemies. 
5 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011). 
6 Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 26. 
7 Morrison, Toni. “Black Matter(s),” 205. 
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analyze that text, I utilize Toni Morrison’s Grand Street 40––AKA Black Matter(s)––in which             

she explores the use of language to historically subjugates black people in American literature. 

As I read Beauvoir, I found that she states: “to be human is to be male.” This connects to                   8

what Morrison says in Black Matter(s): “In the United States…American means white, and             

Africanistic people struggle to make the terms applicable to themselves with ethnicity and and              

hyphens.” These two documents are related since they both have a "superior" and an "inferior"               9

being. For Morrison, in order to be "superior" in the United States, one has to be white, which is                   

the assumed American default. Beauvoir expresses that the same is true in terms of humanity,               

where being male is considered the default.  

To Morrison, the "inferior" embodies everything that the "superior" is not. Morrison says             

that Africanistic people struggle in connecting to the label of “American” since they are not               

white. Instead of being defined as “American,” people of color are qualified with double names,               

as seen with “African-American,” “Asian-American,” “Latino American,” and “Native         

American.” Essentially, anyone who is a person of color is a deviation from the assumed               10

default of being white. Similarly, Beauvoir highlights how women are defined in terms of men.               

Any difference a female has from a male signifies that she is an “incomplete man,” therefore, she                 

is an incomplete human being because of her lack of male qualities. Many gendered languages               11

reinforce what Beauvoir says regarding men being the default of humans. In Spanish for              

example, the word for man is hombre while the one for humankind is also hombre. This is the                  

8 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011). 
9 Toni Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” in Grand Street 40, (New York: Grand Street, 1991), 217. 
10 Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” 205. 
11 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011), 25. 
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case with many other languages, and it means that these languages use their word for “man” to                 

say “human.” Again, women are excluded from the model. In essence, the "inferior" is defined               12

by its differences from the “superior,” categorizing the "inferior" as “other.”  

Language is not only a tool used for “othering,” but also dehumanizing. Beauvoir and              

Morrison’s texts remind me of Locke in The Second Treatise; there are people who are               

uncivilized because when compared to European society, they are different. Professor Carol            13

Quillen, President of Davidson College, mentioned in her lecture on Homo Narrans that there are               

limits to the language of liberalism. No matter how inclusive the language is, people are               

inevitably going to become excluded and be marked as the “other” and grouped into conceptual               

categories because of the countless possibilities of interpretation. 

By understanding Beauvoir’s The Second Sex through Morrison’s Black Matter(s), the           

compartimentalization of identity emerges. People are forced to fit into categories based on their              

identities––a tribalistic way of thinking. This connects to how these two authors glean on the               14

struggle of making humanity visible. When people are epidermalized, they are reduced to a              

single identifier. If someone is a woman, our culture dictates that she must look and act like a                  

woman, they are not the default and they must act as such. Likewise, if someone is a man, they                   

must act as a man because society has reinforced these stereotypes. 

Identity is powerful. The labels someone bears (race, gender, class, etc.) can shape their              

human experience. In Black Matter(s), Morrison uses the example of South Africa, a country that               

was racially divided because of apartheid, to explain that the human experience varies             

12 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011), 25. 
13 John Locke, The Second Treatise (1690).  
14 Amin Maalouf: “Les identité meurtriè” [Deadly Identities]. (Grasset, 1998). Translated for Al Jadid from the                
French by Brigitte Caland (Fall 1998). 
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dramatically depending on the labels that someone bears. She says: “To identify someone as              

South African is to say very little; we need the adjective ‘white’ or ‘black’ or ‘colored’ to make                  

our meaning clear.” Morrison says two things in this excerpt, the first is that you cannot                15

identify someone as South African without mentioning their race, since race in South Africa              

plays a significant role in forming life experiences. The second thing I interpreted from Morrison               

is that the labels someone bears dictates their access to necessities, which include education,              

food, and healthcare. Those labels were set and policed by the people who were in power                16

during that period; as a result, white people benefitted from South African system. While this               

example is used to describe how race plays a role in the human experience in South Africa, it is                   

also applicable to how race systematically determines who does and does not have access to               

resources in the United States.  

By understanding the way Morrison explains the power of identity and its impact on the               

human experience helped me unpack a similar idea highlighted in Beauvoir’s text. As mentioned              

before, women have historically been categorized as other, in which they are seen as lesser.               17

Even then, there are women who are seen lesser than other women. In addition the subjugation                

oriented to women, challenges related to race are also posed to women of color. According to                

both of the texts, this means that human experience then will be more complicated for a woman                 

of color than it will for a white woman; moreover, the human experience for a white male will be                   

more facile than it will be for a woman of color. 

15 Toni Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” in Grand Street 40, (New York: Grand Street, 1991), 217. 
16 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, (New York: United Nations Dept. of Public Information,               
1948-1998). 
17 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011), 24. 
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Even though men and white people do not need other groups to define their identity, still,                

these groups have a dependence on women and Africanistic people in a way that isolates the                

identity from the human being. Even though Beauvoir explains that man views woman simply as               

a “sexed being,” man still needs her because “she is sex.” This makes me believe that man needs                  

woman to procreate and that fulfills her purpose as a woman, “she is it in the absolute.”                 18

Morrison says something similar with how white people need black people to maintain their              

status in society: “[the] construction of blackness and enslavement could be found not only the               

not-free but also the projection of not me.” By painting the picture that internalized the fear that                 19

black people were dangerous, white people could not only rationalize slavery, but they could also               

say that they are not like black people. The reason that the "superior" group is capable of                 

oppressing "inferior" group in both of these passages is because they managed to reduce their               

identity into a single category, tagging the “inferiors” as “other.” Morrison acknowledges that             

despite the systemic isolation of the “other,” it is still possible to correct the way language is                 

used by proposing that we see people as individuals, more than what they appear to be.                20

Morrison suggests a step in the healing process. 

Beauvoir revealed that the concept of alterity remains: “us” and “them” continues to be a               

relevant topic in American society. “Us,” promotes community between people and “them”            

promotes isolation. Today in the United States, people have embraced the concepts of “Citizen”              

and “Alien” to create divisions. This tribalistic thinking defines societal structures, keeping            

people divided and benefitting the assumed human and American defaults: males and white             

18 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany Chevallier (New York:                
Vintage, 2011), 25. 
19 Toni Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” in Grand Street 40, (New York: Grand Street, 1991), 217. 
20 Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” 215. 
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people. I think that both Morrison and Beauvoir are right. They showed me how language has                21

kept black people and women subjugated because they are epidermalized. However, there are             

ways to work against this oppressive construct. I agree with Morrison that if we were to see all                  

people as complex and multidimensional, then perhaps the wounds created by years of             

subjugation can begin to be healed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21 Toni Morrison, “Black Matter(s),” in Grand Street 40, (New York: Grand Street, 1991), 217. 
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